March 25, 2020

Dear Flight Attendants:

Today was the first of nine daily Negotiating Committee webinars for our membership. Within a few minutes, we reached the maximum capacity of 500 Flight Attendants logging on or dialing in. The world’s “new normal” is migrating from in-person meetings to virtual meetings. Today was our first big foray with a large group. Please know that the NC attempted to request a larger meeting capacity from Zoom. With the other companies and organizations using this platform, our request was not fulfilled.

A BIG MAHALO to our quick-thinking Flight Attendants; they took to FaceBook Live and streamed the presentation to hundreds who could not log on. This is another shining example of how our Flight Attendant family helps each other and thinks outside of the box!

**Tentative Agreement Webinars**
March 25 – April 3, 2020 at 1200 HST, 1500 PDT
Zoom Log-in: http://lil.ms/3oy5/5hvos8
or Dial-in: 669.900.6833
Meeting: 574135295#

As we look ahead, the NC is working feverishly to get more information to you. They are currently re-grouping to get the TA, summary and FAQs up on the NC website. Please bear with us as it takes time to upload the information. As we have said before, this is a process. We have always appreciated your patience and understanding especially in this world-wide crisis.

Now onto our brothers and sisters in labor. This Saturday (March 28) was to be our next Flight Attendant day of action at US airports system-wide. Most of you know that we had to cancel the event because of the global spread of the COVID-19. Throughout our various campaigns, these labor siblings have stood beside us. More recently, they have been reaching out with their words of support even as they are required to work from home or reduce their work hours. Please relay our appreciation to your brothers, sisters, parents, loved ones and friends as we all fight to support working families.

Our Q & As have tapered off in the past 24 hours because bidding closed this afternoon. We are certain that you will have questions especially for those who are awarded a Leave, Low-Time Line or Voluntary Furlough. Your AFA Leadership will continue to work with the company to help answer your questions and address your concerns.

NC website: https://www.afacontract2017.org/
AFA website: https://www.hawaiianafa.org/

As always, we hope that you are safe. Please take care of yourselves and loved ones.

In Unity,
Sharon, Scott, Joni, Jaci-Ann, Josh
And the Entire AFA Leadership